
iboss Threat and Event Console Reporting provides unrivaled insight into all the 
Internet traffic on your network, with unrivaled visibility into infections and high-
risk behavior that can lead to data loss. iboss Threat and Event Console features 
are seamlessly integrated across iboss Web, FireSphere™ Layered APT Defense and 
Mobile Security solutions, and include SEIM-like investigation logs, a highly respon-
sive touch-screen user interface, and guided interactive wizards. iboss advanced 
features enable you to go within seconds from organization-wide visibility, to a 360 
degree historical view of each user, including Web activity, applications, bandwidth 
consumption, infections, data loss risks and more.

Benefit Highlights 
  Continuous monitoring across all 131K data channels for zero-second 
visibility on threats and risks 

  Unique micro-SIEM technology that dynamically indexes data logs in real 
time, and provides multiple terabytes and years’ worth of data for instant 
forensic-level investigations

  Up-to-the-second response to threats and infections with live dashboards, 
triggers and alerts

   Comprehensive, drill-down reports for compliance and AUP enforcement

   Location-aware intelligence with GeoMapping and HeatMap to pinpoint 
high-risk users and threats on a global map

  Exclusive auto-triggered Desktop Recorder for evidence of compliance 
and AUP violations 

   Intuitive, responsive user interface with touch-screen functionality

iboss Threat and Event 
Console FeaturesConsole Features

   Integrated ‘micro-SEIM’ with 
directory user and workgroup-
based investigation logsbased investigation logs

   Access to multiple years and 
terabytes of dynamically indexed 
data for forensic investigationsdata for forensic investigations

   Continuous monitoring across all 
131K data channels to detect 
existing infectionsexisting infections

   Identify and respond to data anoma-
lies to control infection outbreakslies to control infection outbreaks

   Live Threat Dashboard for 
immediate risk intelligenceimmediate risk intelligence

   Live Bandwidth Dashboard and 
Dynamic Plotter for optimizing 
network performancenetwork performance

   GeoMapping and HeatMap Technol-
ogy for location-aware intelligenceogy for location-aware intelligence

   Desktop Activity Recorder for 
proving policy violations proving policy violations 

   Comprehensive Compliance and 
AUP ReportsAUP Reports

   Proactive threat notification with 
keyword and event triggerskeyword and event triggers

  Auto-triggered Desktop Recorder  Auto-triggered Desktop Recorder

   Up-to-the-second high risk activity 
feeds feeds 

   Comprehensive reporting integra-
tion across mobile/BYOD/MDM

Feature Descriptions

Forensic-Level Reporting with 
Integrated Micro-SIEM

iboss’ ability to dynamically index 
data logs combined with virtually 
unlimited capacity to store multiple 
years and terabytes of data, delivers 
the immediate forensic intelligence 
required to detect and respond to 
advanced threats.  iboss’ unique ‘micro-
SIEM’ technology provides directory 
user and workgroup-based investiga-
tion logs, putting in-depth forensic-lev-
el intelligence at your fingertips. 

The need for dynamic data access 
continues to grow because static 

report generation can’t provide the 
flexibility to compare and contrast 
information in a reasonable time frame. 
iboss solves this problem by dynami-
cally indexing data as it is happening 
and sorting it into a drill-down archive, 
giving you immediate access to the 
data you need. You can easily generate 
a wide range of reports:

  Visibility into usage across your 
organization, or dynamically 
drill-down for packet-level details 
on a single user  

  Generate reports per inbound/
outbound ports, applications, and 
IP addresses

Deployment Options:
HybridAppliance Cloud

Threat and Event Console 
Reporting
Increase Detection and Response against 
Malware Already on Your Network

  Create analytical comparisons on 
date ranges for bandwidth or user 
activity to spot trends, or initiate 
forensic investigations. 

  Generate usage reports on all port, 
application, and IP access to and 
from the network 

  Create URL/ad-hoc reports for 
immediate insight

  Track and log activities on search 
engines, blogs, videos and more, 
for a concise list of sites and search 
terms used, with symbols for instant 
ID of URLs



iboss Next-Generation Solutions

iboss patented technology protects organizations from APTs, targeted attacks and 
data loss with innovative Web Security, Mobile Security and FireSphere™ advanced 
APT defense solutions. All iboss solutions are integrated with our exclusive advanced 
threat SIEM single-pane-of-glass reporting.

   Web Security with integrated BYOD and Bandwidth Management

   FireSphere™ for advanced defense against APTs

   Mobile Security with integrated MDM

Up-to-the-Second Threat 
and Risk Intelligence

The iboss Live Threat Dashboard pro-
vides immediate insight into threats, 
suspicious events, and liability risks 
that can result in AUP or regulatory 
violations, data loss or costly litigation. 
Get an instant snapshot of trouble 
spots before they cause serious 
damage. Gain instant visibility on:

  Current top bandwidth 
consumers by user and IP 

  Total bandwidth consumption 
on network 

  User activity to pinpoint most 
active users, active violators

  Network violations, current 
threats and trends

  Suspicious events including 
liability risks

Live Bandwidth Activity Feed to 
Ensure Mission-Critical Services

The iboss Live Bandwidth Dashboard 
is proprietary technology that provides 
visibility and control over bandwidth 
consumption across your organiza-
tion. Features that include geotagging, 
reverse-geomapping of IP address to 

organization and user, and global map 
overview, are designed to give you im-
mediate insight into network resourc-
es so you can resolve issues within 
minutes. The dynamic bandwidth 
plotter provides a heat map that allows 
you to instantly track potential threats 
by connection, location, individual 
packets or data usage. This feature is 
integrated with iboss Intelligent Band-
width Management, enabling you to 
optimize network performance so you 
can ensure that critical SaaS services 
and mobile device usage are never at 
risk.

Location-Aware GeoMapping with 
Global HeatMap

The Threat & Event Console includes 
location-aware technology with pack-
et-level details that increase threat iden-
tification and mitigation, allowing you 
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“The manner in which their technology was architected from the 
beginning makes the iboss platform very good for large deployments. 
Their technology has the ability to scale into high-bandwidth applica-
tions with low latency — that is a distinct competency of iboss.”

Frank Dickson 
Industry Director, Network Security 

Frost & Sullivan

to track bandwidth usage globally, and 
instantly detect inbound/outbound 
data transfers from threat hotspots. 
Data transfers are shown on a map 
enabling you to know your connection 
sources and determine where and with 
whom, your network is connecting. 

Desktop Monitor/Control/Record

The iboss Desktop Monitor/Control/
Record (DMCR) tool provides exclu-
sive, actionable intelligence on suspi-
cious events by recording user activity 
and alerting you when policy violations 
are detected. Recordings are activated 
by the triggers you set, allowing you to 
monitor, record and control up to 10 
desktops per monitor simultaneously. 
The iboss DMCR is a patent-pending 
feature that no other network security 
solution offers.

iboss patented technology protects organizations from APTs, targeted attacks and 
data loss with innovative Web Security, Mobile Security and FireSphere™ advanced 
APT defense solutions. All iboss solutions are integrated with our exclusive advanced 


